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Phase diagram of a strongly interating polarized Fermi gas in one dimension
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Based on the integrable Gaudin model and loal density approximation, we disuss the ground

state of a one-dimensional trapped Fermi gas with imbalaned spin population, for an arbitrary

attrative interation. A phase separation state, with a polarized super�uid ore immersed in an

unpolarized super�uid shell, emerges below a ritial spin polarization. Above it, oexistene of

polarized super�uid matter and a fully polarized normal gas is favored. These two exoti states

ould be realized experimentally in highly elongated atomi traps, and diagnosed by measuring

the lowest density ompressional mode. We identify the polarized super�uid as having an FFLO

struture, and predit the resulting mode frequeny as a funtion of the spin polarization.

PACS numbers: 03.75.Ss, 05.30.Fk, 71.10.Pm, 74.20.Fg

Strongly attrative Fermi gases with imbalaned

spin omponents are ommon in di�erent branhes of

physis [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄, so spin-polarized ultra-

old atomi gases are an atomi analog of many other

exoti forms of matter. The true ground state of an

attrative polarized Fermi gas remains elusive, beause

the standard Bardeen-Cooper-Shrie�er (BCS) meha-

nism requires the pairing of two fermions with opposite

spin. Polarized Fermi gases annot be explained by the

BCS theory, due to mismathed Fermi surfaes. Various

exoti forms of pairing have been proposed, inluding

the deformed Fermi surfae [3℄, interior gap pairing [4℄ or

Sarma super�uidity [5℄, phase separation [6℄, and the in-

homogeneous Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovhinnikov (FFLO)

state [7℄.

Reent measurements on polarized

6
Li gases [1, 2℄ near

a Feshbah resonane provide a route towards testing

these theories in experiment. However, the presene of

a harmoni trap in these experiments makes it di�ult

to identify whih if any of the di�erent pairing shemes

ours. Theoretially, it is desirable to have an exatly

soluble mode of polarized uniform Fermi gases to identify

various pairing shemes, and larify the issue of the trap.

In the present Letter we report on the exat ground

state of a homogeneous 1D polarized Fermi gas [9, 10, 11℄

with attrative inter-omponent interations at zero tem-

perature. We then study the phase diagram of an inho-

mogeneous Fermi gas under harmoni on�nement, using

the loal density approximation (LDA). We omplement

this with a mean-�eld Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) the-

ory in the weak-oupling limit, where the phase �utua-

tions are small, in order to larify the physial meaning

of the solutions. Colletive mode frequenies are also

alulated as an experimental diagnosti, thus extending

previous work on the unpolarized ase [12, 13, 14℄.

As well as being a theoretial test bed for the ground-

state issue, 1D Fermi gases in traps an be realized using

two-dimensional optial latties, where the radial motion

of atoms is frozen out. Thus, one an experimentally

hek these quantum many-body preditions, whih has

also been reently arried out for the 1D Bose gas [15℄.

The following remarkable features are found:

(A) In the ground state of a uniform system, we �nd

three distint phases with inreasing hemial potential

di�erene between speies: an unpolarized BCS super-

�uid, a polarized super�uid, and a fully polarized normal

state. The polarized super�uid is most widespread, and

redues to the FFLO-type for weak interations. There-

fore, it is relatively easy to observe the FFLO physis in

1D, as antiipated in previous approximate studies [16℄.

In earlier work the phase diagram was not onlusive, as

the nature of the transition from BCS to FFLO states

was under debate [16℄.

(B) Within the loal density approximation (LDA),

we onsider the inhomogeneous phase diagram of the

trapped gas. This leads to a phase separation, as the

inhomogeneous loud separates into either a mixture of

a polarized super�uid and an unpolarized super�uid, or

a polarized super�uid and a fully polarized normal gas.

(C) We alulate the longitudinal size of the two spin

omponents and the frequeny of the lowest density om-

pressional mode. These quantities give a measurable �n-

gerprint of the whole phase diagram.

We desribe a 1D polarized Fermi gas with N = N " +

N # fermions eah of mass m and spin polarization P =

(N " � N#)=N > 0 in a harmoni trap, by

H = H 0 +
X N

i= 1

1

2
m !

2

hox
2

i; (1)

where

H 0 = �
~
2

2m

N
X

i= 1

@2

@x2i
+ g1D

N "
X

i= 1

N #
X

j= 1

�(xi� xj) (2)

is the Hamiltonian of Gaudin model of a spin 1/2

Fermi gas attrating via a short range potential g1D �(x)
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Figure 1: (Color online) The energy per partile, hemial po-

tential for spin up atoms (a), and hemial potential di�erene

(b) in units of ~
2
n
2
=2m as a funtion of the spin polarization

at two oupling parameters  = 0:5 and  = 2:0.

[9℄. The oupling onstant g1D (< 0) an be ex-

pressed through the 1D sattering length a1D , g1D =

� 2~2=(m a1D ). A two-fermion bound state arises one

N # > 0, with binding energy �b = ~
2=(m a2

1D ).

In the absene of the harmoni trap, the integrable

Gaudin model, Eq. (2), an be solved exatly using

Bethe's ansatz [9, 10℄. Introduing linear number den-

sities, n = N =L and n� = N �=L (� = ";#), where L is

the size of the system, the uniform gas is haraterized

by the polarization p = (n" � n#)=n > 0 and a dimen-

sionless parameter  = � m g1D =(~
2n)= 2=(na1D )> 0.

The ground state is obtained by numerially solving the

Gaudin integral equations [9, 10℄. We have lari�ed the

physial nature of the resulting solutions by also solving

the weak-oupling mean-�eld BdG equations.

Fig. 1 shows the energy per partile, E hom =N ,

the hemial potential of spin up fermions, �hom ;" =

@E hom =@N ", and the hemial potential di�erene,

��hom = @E hom =@(N " � N#), as a funtion of polariza-

tion p at two intermediate interation strengths  = 0:5

and  = 2:0. The mean-�eld alulations lead to the

same general behavior. Their asymptoti behavior in the

weak and strong oupling limits may be understood ana-

lytially. Of partiular interest is the hemial potential

di�erene. In the weakly interating limit of  � 1,

��hom is given by ( � m axfp;1� pg)

��hom =
~
2n2

2m

�2

2
p+

~
2n2

2m
p+ � � � ; (3)

where the �rst term on the right hand side is the Fermi

energy di�erene of an ideal polarized gas, and the se-

ond term arises from the mean-�eld Hartree-Fok inter-

ations. The hemial potential di�erene inreases with

inreasing  , and reahes a half of the binding energy of

bound states in the strongly attrating limit of  ! 1 ,

��hom =
�b

2
�
~
2n2

2m

�2 (1� p)
2

16
+
~
2n2

2m
�
2
p
2
+ � � � :(4)
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Figure 2: (Color online) Uniform phase diagram, displaying

�normal� (N), unpolarized super�uid (SF) and polarized su-

per�uid states (SFP ). At weak oupling or high density, the

predominant SFP phase orresponds to the mean-�eld FFLO

solution . The dashed and dotted lines are asymptoti behav-

ior as desribed in the text.

The �rst two terms in magnitude oinide with the hem-

ial potential of a Tonks-Girardeau bosoni gas of paired

N # dimers [12, 13℄, whih is fermionized due to strong

attrations, while the third term is equal to the hemial

potential of residual unpaired N " � N# non-interating

fermions. Therefore, in the strong oupling regime the

system behaves like a oherent mixture of a moleular

Bose gas and fully polarized single-speies Fermi sea.

We analyze the phase struture of the ground state of

uniform polarized Fermi gases (Fig. 2). Given an inter-

ation strength the hemial potential di�erene at �nite

polarization p is bounded by two ritial values, ��c;p= 0

and ��c;p= 1, as indiated by arrows in Fig.1b for  = 2:0.

Below ��c;p= 0, the gas remains in the BCS-like super�uid

state with zero polarization (SF), while above ��c;p= 1, a

fully polarized normal state is favored (N). In between,

a super�uid state with �nite polarization (SFP ) domi-

nates. The mean-�eld alulation of a uniform gas shows

that the SFP is of FFLO harater, as the exatly-soluble

ground state energy orresponds preisely with the FFLO

solution in the weak-oupling limit. Physially ��c;p= 0 is

the energy ost required to break pairs in unpolarized

super�uid, i.e., the spin gap [13℄, while ��c;p= 1 is also

assoiated with the pair-breaking (for the last pair), but

is promoted upwards due to the Pauli repulsion from ex-

isting fermions. The dependene of ��c;p= 0 and ��c;p= 1

on the parameter  is reported in Fig. 2, resulting in a

homogeneous phase diagram.

In units of ~
2n2=2m , these have the following limiting

behavior: ��c;p= 0 ’ 2
p
� exp[� �2=2]and ��c;p= 1 ’

(�2=2) as  ! 0, while ��c;p= 0 ’ �b=2 + �2=16 and

��c;p= 1 ’ �b=2+ �2 as  ! 1 . Both ritial hemial

potential di�erenes saturate to the half of the binding

energy in the strong oupling limit. Converting  into the

hemial potential �hom = @E hom =@N , we an obtain the

phase diagram in the �hom -��hom plane.
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Figure 3: (Color online) Density pro�les of eah spin om-

ponent and their di�erene at a typial interation oupling

of N a
2

1D =a
2

ho
= 1 for the SFP -SF phase (a) and the SFP -N

phase (b).

We now turn to desribe the 1D polarized gas in a har-

moni trap. We partition the system into ells that an

be treated loally as being uniform, with a loal hem-

ial potential. This loal density approximation (LDA)

is appliable provided that the number of fermions in a

ell is muh greater than unitary, and the variation of

the trap potential aross the ell is small ompared with

the loal Fermi energy and hene the interfae e�ets are

negligible [17℄. Overall it requires a su�ient large loal

density, whih implying N � 1, a ondition readily sat-

is�ed in the 1D experiment. Note that the breakdown

of LDA has been observed in the elongated 3D trap [17℄,

when the linear density in the transverse axis beomes

small. The LDA amounts to determining the hemial

potential � = (�" + �#)=2 and the hemial potential dif-

ferene �� = (�" � �#)=2 of the inhomogeneous gas from

the loal equilibrium ondition,

�hom ;� [n(x);p(x)]+
1

2
m !

2

hox
2
= ��: (5)

The normalization onditions are N =
R

n(x)dx and

N P =
R

n(x)p(x)dx, where n(x) is the total linear num-

ber density and p(x) the loal spin polarization. By

resaling the hemial potentials, oordinate and lin-

ear density into dimensionless form [~�� = ��=�b, ~x =

x=(a2
ho
=a1D ) and ~n = na1D ℄, the normalization equa-

tions an be rewritten as N a2
1D =a

2

ho =
R

~n(~x)d~x and

(N a2
1D =a

2

ho
)P =

R

~n(~x)p(~x)d~x. These expressions em-

phasize that the dimensionless oupling onstant in a

trap is ontrolled by N a2
1D =a

2

ho, where N a2
1D =a

2

ho � 1

orresponds to weak oupling while N a2
1D =a

2

ho
� 1 or-

responds to the strongly interating regime.

The qualitative feature of density pro�les n�(x)is sim-

ple to understand. Within the LDA, the loal hemial

potential �(x)dereases parabolially away from the en-

ter of the trap while the loal hemial potential di�er-

ene ��(x) stays onstant. It is then lear from Fig. 2
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Figure 4: (Color online) (a) Phase diagram of a inhomoge-

neous 1D polarized Fermi gas. The dashed and dotted lines

are asymptoti limits desribed in the text. (b) The Thomas-

Fermi radius of eah spin omponent as a funtion of the

polarization at N a
2

1D =a
2

ho
= 0:01, 1, and 100.

that with a nonzero P we always have a polarized su-

per�uid in the enter where the loal hemial potential

(interation parameter) is large (small). Away from the

enter with dereasing loal hemial potential, the Fermi

gas goes into either an unpolarized super�uid (�� < �b=2)

or a fully polarized normal loud (�� > �b=2). Thus,

there is a ritial hemial potential di�erene ��c � �b=2

that separates the inhomogeneous system into two phase

separation states: a mixture of a polarized super�uid ore

and an unpolarized super�uid shell (SFP -SF), or a oex-

istene of a polarized super�uid at the enter and a fully

polarized normal gas outside (SFP -N).

The former phase is exoti, as the BCS-like super�uid

state ours at the edge of the trap, in marked ontrast

to the 3D ase [1℄. This is aused by the peuliar e�et

of low dimensionality, for whih the gas beomes more

nonideal with dereasing 1D density towards the edge of

the trap, and hene the energy required to break the pairs

approahes �b=2 from below. As �� < �b=2, there should

be a fully paired region one the loal ritial hemial

potential ��c;p= 0 > ��, i.e., the BCS-like super�uid.

We show the density pro�le of eah omponent in Fig.

3 with a typial oupling parameter N a2
1D =a

2

ho = 1. In

addition, we have performed a BdG alulation for the

trapped gas and observe a FFLO-N phase. The resulting

density pro�les on the weak oupling side are in perfet

agreement with the LDA alulation, indiating unam-

biguously that the SFP phase is a FFLO state.

We determine the phase diagram of the inhomogeneous

polarized 1D Fermi gas as a funtion of the interation

strength and spin polarization by alulating the riti-

al polarization Pc that orresponds to ��c as a fun-

tion of the oupling onstant, and plot it in Fig. 4a.

The asymptoti behavior of Pc an be omputed analyt-

ially in the weak and strong oupling limits. We �nd

that Pc ’ 1=(N a2
1D =a

2

ho
) as N a2

1D =a
2

ho
! 1 , and Pc ’
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Figure 5: (Color online) Square of the lowest density breath-

ing mode frequeny, !
2
, as a funtion of the spin polarization

for interation parameters as indiated. The inset shows the

mixing angle that minimizes the sum-rule mode frequeny at

N a
2

1D =a
2

ho
= 1:0.

1=5� (256=225�2)(0:4N a2
1D =a

2

ho
)1=2 as N a2

1D =a
2

ho
! 0.

We onsider the experimental relevane of the two

phase separation states, by alulating the size of the

loud and the lowest density ompressional mode. These

are readily detetable via absorption imaging. Fig. 4b

reports the evolution of the Thomas-Fermi radius of two

spin omponents as a funtion of polarization at three

di�erent interation ouplings. The radius for spin up

and down fermions is the same in the SFP -SF phase, but

diverges in opposite diretions in the SFP -N phase.

Using a sum rule approah, the frequeny ! of the low-

est density and spin density ompressional (breathing)

modes of 1D trapped gases an be alulated from the

identity ~
2!2 = m 1=m � 1, where m 1 = h[F + ;[H ;F ]]i=2

and m � 1 = � �(F )=2 are two energy-weighted moments

of the breathing operator F = cos�
P

i
x2i"+ sin�

P

j
x2j#,

with a mixing angle � �=2 < � < �=2. The linear stati

response of the system � an be alulated in terms

of the suseptibility matrix @2E hom =@n�@n�0
. Basially

these two di�erent breathing modes orrespond to the

in-phase and out-of-phase osillations of the two imbal-

aned spin populations. They are deoupled for a mixing

angle �in > 0 or �out < 0 that minimizes the mode fre-

queny, analogous to the spin-harge separation in 1D.

Then, the operators F with these angles are antiipated

to exhaust all the weights in the density and spin density

hannels, respetively. Thus, the sum rule approah is

well appliable, providing only an upper bound on the

mode frequeny. A stringent test of this single mode

approximation merits further study, e.g., by using the

random-phase approximation theory. Fig. 5 shows the

density breathing mode frequeny as a funtion of polar-

ization at several interation strengths. With inreasing

polarization the frequeny initially rises in the SFP -SF

state and then gradually dereases to the ideal gas re-

sult 2!ho in the SFP -N phase. A peak struture is found

that gives an independent means of identifying the FFLO

phase, whih dominates the phase diagram in the viinity

of this peak.

We emphasize that the FFLO super�uid reported here

an be deteted via a Josephson juntion that is formed

by on�ning two 1D polarized gases in a double-well trap.

There is also a signature present in the density orrela-

tion funtion, whih has an osillatory behaviour in this

phase. Further details will be provided elsewhere.

In onlusion, we have investigated a 1D polarized

Fermi gas in a harmoni trap, and have shown that the

trap generally gives rise to phase separation: with at

least one FFLO-type phase present. Two distint exoti

phase-separated strutures an our, and are detetable

via absorption imaging and olletive mode experiments.
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Note added.� After this work was ompleted, we be-

ame aware of a related work of G. Orso [18℄.
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